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01. Introduction

Seedesign Studio and our collective team are happy to present the 

concept design of the new Kings Square Urban Play Space.

Through the RFQ process, along with subsequent meetings with the City 

of Fremantle and extensive information obtained through the community 

consultation process, we have developed an Utopian play space based on the 

character and history that makes up Fremantle.

Titled ‘Freotopia’, the urban play space attempts to combine robust 

industrial and architectural elements of a strong Fremantle identity to 

become a tactile wonderland; highly identifiable, highly functional, 

completely unique.

We’ve approached the design of ‘Freotopia’ as an all inclusive brainstorm 

of elements the community requested, responses required from an 

urban play space, as well as adding our own ideas and thoughts into 

an initial collage (provided by our art consultants). We’ve then taken 

the style of this collage and extracted it into 3D forms to re-imagine 

Fremantle into a tangible and magical world that will allow families to 

explore the rich history of Freo in a fun and engaging way.

Joel Barker

Director

Seedesign Studio

e: joel@seedesignstudio.com.au

m: 0466 266 305



03. Site Analysis_Opportunities
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Mature heritage ficus trees. Provides a 

opportunity to tie concept into  these 

existing trees and maximise the amenity 

which they provide.

There is the opportunity for the 

design of the play space to be 

programmed for events and festivals 

held within the site and  integrate 

with the Kings Square redevelopment.

Heritage context. The neighbouring 

heritage building as well as the 

broader heritage context of Fremantle 

provide the opportunity to tell stories 

of Fremantle's rich history. This 

building also provides a starting point 

for consideration during selection of 

materials.

The project site has excellent 

connectivity for passing pedestrian 

traffic. There is an opportunity for the 

playground to become a recognisable 

wayfinding landmark in the precinct.

Close proximity to major public 

transport hub allows for easy access 

to the site.

Photo credit: watoday.com.au
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Nearby vehicle traffic will need to be 

considered in the design to create a 

safe environment for young children 

and other visitors to the site.

The heritage listed mature ficus 

trees on site will need to be carefully 

considered within the design so that 

they are protected and preserved.

Proximity to heritage listed building. 

The design of the play space will need 

sensitively respond to it's heritage 

context so as not to negatively visually 

impact the surrounding built form.

 

Safety of young children given the 

high volume of pedestrian movement 

through the site. This could be 

achieved through CPTED principles, 

carefully integrated low fencing 

elements and smart design of play 

elements.
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04. Community Engagement

The three top selections for inclusion by local school children were as 

follows:

The community consultation process also outlined the following 

responses consistently for inclusion:

The three top selections for inclusion by parents were as follows:

The community consultation process also outlined the following 

responses consistently for inclusion:

WHAT DO THE KIDS WANT?

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

WHAT DO THE PARENTS WANT? INCLUSION IN CONCEPT?

KIDS STUFF

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

PARENTS STUFF

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

CLIMBING CLIMBINGWATER PLAY WATER PLAYSWINGING

SPINNING

BE IN NATURE

SPEED SLIDING TREES TACTILE REFRESHMENTS

SEATINGDIFFERENT 

AGES

MOTOR SKILL

DEVELOPMENT

CAUSE + 

EFFECT

BALANCING

SHADE

Water Play  

Swinging

Climbing

Balancing

Speed

Spinning

Sliding

Trees

Water Play

Climbing

Be in Nature

Tactile

Cause and Effect

Motor Skill Development

Refreshments

Different Ages

Seating

Shade

NETS HIDING IMAGINATION

DISCOVERY ARTENTRY

The following additional aspects of play spaces have been 

included in the concept design:



05. Precedent Imagery

Enclosure and cubbying

CLIMBING & SLIDING
Tunneling 

Balancing



Open ended 
play

LIGHT & SOUND

INTERACTIVE PLAYURBAN & INDUSTRIAL



INTERSECTION OF
CITY & NATURE

A STORY JOURNEY 

FOR ALL AGES

one unified element

MEMORABLE & ICONIC



06. Concept

“We collated our initial research and incorporated the community 

consultation from the local schools to create a list of key words - actions, 

items, areas etc. that made Fremantle ‘Freo’. 

As is my process for illustrating children’s books - I used this as a 

platform to jump from, starting with the text to inspire visuals, to 

develop character through the cranes and personified industrial forms 

for a playful twist on a familiar setting. 

These became the beacons for a space we call “Freotopia” - celebrating 

the ingredients that make up Fremantle. 

Abstract depictions of these forms are stylised through colour and 

layered to create a poster to draw inspiration and extrude elements to 

explore space”. 

We were inspired by the initial possibility of designing an ‘Urban Play 

Space’, and how Fremantle’s strong history and vernacular could be 

integrated into a play space that is a direct reflection of this its urban 

nature.

Our collaboration team proposes to integrate the iconic of Fremantle’s 

fabric with the idyllic and ephemeral captured in the community 

consultation undertaken by The City of Fremantle. 

In blending these two approaches, we aim to deliver a space that 

re-imagines Fremantle into a tactile yet magical space for children and 

parents to explore time and again.

ARTIST STATEMENT

WHAT IS FREOTOPIA?



Concept Plan
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1. Crane_Swing + Fort

2. Crane_Spinner  + Fort

3. Climbable Sea Containers with nets

4. Train Track

5. Slide

6. Existing Tree

7. Cottage influenced Monkey Bars

8. Grand Stand/Outdoor Learning

9. Totem Pole Lighting Feature

10. Timber decking

11. Hand Pump

12. Bridge One

13. Bridge Two

14. Softwall (Water Interp)

15. Net in Existing Tree

16. Limestone Spalling

17. Entry Threshold

18. Planting

19.  Grassed Areas
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Freotopia...a kit of parts

The cranes at Fremantle Port are some of the 

most iconic elements in the port city. Often 

referred to as ‘steel dinosaurs’, these playful 

landmarks offer identity, the opportunity to 

imagine, and interaction on many levels.

A strong character of Fremantle’s wharf, sea 

containers offer cost effective elements for 

the play space. The containers will reinforce 

the themes established by the inclusion of 

the cranes. 

The Stirling Highway Bridge and the 

Fremantle Traffic Bridge (Queen Victoria 

Street) connect Fremantle to the city. 

Abstract forms of these bridges offer 

climbing and balancing opportunities.

Either for goods or for passengers, the trains 

in Fremantle are an important aspect of 

Fremantle’s transport infrastructure. The 

inclusion of an abstracted train track through 

the play space offers clear circulation as well 

as scooter and running opportunities.

THE CRANES

THE CONTAINERS

THE BRIDGES

THE TRAIN TRACKS

CLIMBING CLIMBING

CLIMBING RUNNING

SWINGING

NETS SCOOTINGHIDING

BALANCING BALANCINGSPINNING IMAGINATION



THE GROINS

THE SHIPS

THE WATER
The limestone spalling that help define 

fishing boat harbour have been included in 

the play space to assist with level changes, as 

well as a cost effective element for climbing, 

discovery, and hiding.

Seeing the ships on the horizon, or docked in the 

port is a sight that makes up Fremantle’s fabric. 

Artworks in the forms of masts, markers and buoys 

are dotted through the play space to reinforce this 

theme.

Going to the river and the ocean are 

favourite past times in Fremantle. We’ve 

chosen to represent water mainly through 

abstract forms rather than physical inclusion, 

however a hand pump and flow channel has 

been included to further establish the theme 

of water in the play space.

CLIMBING HIDING

DISCOVERY IMAGINE

IMAGINATIONDISCOVERY ART WATER PLAY

ART 

Freotopia...a kit of parts

THE FISHING HARBOUR
The fishing boat harbour is an iconic 

destination in Perth, attracting thousands of 

tourists each year. ‘Fishing Nets’ have been 

located in the existing trees targeted at specific 

age groups to reinforce the fishing theme.

CLIMBING NETS



Fremantle has some of the most 

recognisable residential architecture 

vernacular in Perth. Heritage listed cottages 

line street after street. The forms of these 

cottages have been adapted to become 

climbing and balancing elements.

The heritage listed fig trees located on 

site provide shade, scale, protection and 

elements to interact with. Whilst hesitant to 

have heavy infrastructure attached to the 

trees, we’ve suggested climbing nets that 

interface with the trees.

Constructed in 1873, the Fremantle Long 

Jetty was an iconic piece of infrastructure 

until it was demolished in 1921. Suggested is 

an interpretation of the jetty, allowing a light 

touch under the fig tree and offering critical 

circulation throughout the site.

THE COTTAGES

THE TREES THE JETTY

CLIMBING

CLIMBING

NETS

NETS

BALANCING

DISCOVERY IMAGINE RUNNING SCOOTINGART 

Freotopia...a kit of parts

Fremantle has a rich history associated to 

Australian Rules Football. To represent this 

heritage, timber seating, or ‘the grand stands’ 

have been inserted for larger groups to gather. 

It is envisaged that the Library will run outdoor 

learning sessions here, but also offer parents 

an elevated viewing platform of the play space.

THE GRAND STANDS



Perspective One

LOCATION PLAN



Perspective Two

LOCATION PLAN



Perspective Three

LOCATION PLAN



LOCATION PLAN

Queen Street Elevation



Pedestrian Thoroughfare Elevation

LOCATION PLAN



Section One through Play Space

LOCATION PLAN



Section Two through Play Space

LOCATION PLAN



Age Specific Play

• Crane and Slide

• Train Tracks

• The Jetty

• Hand pump and water channel

• Log Steppers (Bridge)

• The Balancing Logs

• The Swing

• The Buoys

• The sea container/s

• The smaller net and steppers

• The Monkey Bars (partial)

UP TO 
2 YEARS

SUITABLE ELEMENTS:

Play Element



Age Specific Play

Play Element

• Crane and Slide

• Train Tracks

• The Jetty

• Hand pump and water channel

• Log Steppers (Bridge)

• The Balancing Logs

• The Swing

• The Buoys

• The sea container/s

• The Big Net

• The Spinner

• The Groin

• The Monkey Bars

2 TO 4 
YEARS

SUITABLE ELEMENTS:



Age Specific Play

Play Element

• Crane and Slide

• Train Tracks

• The Jetty

• Hand pump and water channel

• Log Steppers (Bridge)

• The Balancing Logs

• The Swing

• The Buoys

• The sea container/s

• The Big Net

• The Spinner

• The Groin

• The Monkey Bars

4 TO 6 
YEARS

SUITABLE ELEMENTS:



Age Specific Play

Play Element

• Crane and Slide

• Train Tracks

• The Jetty

• Hand pump and water channel

• Log Steppers (Bridge)

• The Balancing Logs

• The Swing

• The Buoys

• The sea container/s

• The Big Net

• The Spinner

• The Groin

• The Monkey Bars

6 YEARS
+ UP

SUITABLE ELEMENTS:



All Abilities Play

• The Cranes (underneath)

• Train Tracks

• The Jetty

• Hand pump and water channel

• The Buoys + Sea markers

• The Monkey Bars

• The Ocean Softfall

EQUITABLE 
ACCESS

SUITABLE ELEMENTS:



Age Specific Play

• Seating opportunities

• Gathering Opportunities

• Access to refreshment outlets

• Shading to Play Space

• Protection and separation  from Queen Street

PARENTS
+ GUARDIANS



We see the artwork being a subtle yet innovative feature of the play space 

that allows children to become surprised and curious, sparking their 

imagination when they hear and see the artwork incorporated into the play 

space.

The art treatments could change and evolve through out the day. This 

will not only enhance the dynamic nature of the play space but provide 

a continual sense of a changing environment that the children will be 

interacting with.

We have begun by identifying opportunities to develop interactive art 

treatments to specific areas of the play space. Although the opportunities are 

placed in separate strategic locations through out the play space we envisage 

the artworks to be united as they act to stitch together each location through 

innovative lighting and audio treatments. In essence creating a cohesive 

theme through the play space.

Additionally we believe that it is important that the art treatments do not 

form stand alone pieces that are separated from the play equipment but 

rather integrate with the designed structures, surfaces and specific nodes 

within the play space.

We are cognisant of the potential restrictions with sound given the 

proximity the Church, however we believe the subtle approach to sound 

design and implementation can overcome any concerns The City of 

Fremantle and the church may have.

We are proposing to create a unique playground that embraces the 

sense of place that is so intrinsic to Fremantle by using natural elements

integrated with art and technology to create a place of endless 

discovery, learning and play for children and visitors.

Through interactive triggers we will look to enhance the site at night,

offering playful interpretations of the natural world through light

and sound to encourage curiosity and elevate the installation using 

light, sound and colour to extend the elements of play.

Drawing inspiration from key cognitive developmental actions,

we can create a sense of magic, transforming and elevating the

space from the real (natural, organic and tactile) to the surreal

(imaginative, wondrous, surprising and curious).

To add richness to the user experience local musicians would be

commissioned to add another expression of local Fremantle culture

into the design. 

Imagine that a child could be the conductor of their own band,

choosing when to activate signal notes from John Butler’s 12 string

guitar which echoes the sound of a crane in operation, the resonating 

sounds from Lucky Ocean’s pedal steel guitar reflecting the sounds of a 

passing train, or the deep notes of Kav Temperley’s (Eskimo Joe) double 

bass channeling the sound of a ship horn.

Perhaps by push a swing or jumping on a stepping log a child could

trigger the vocal sounds of emerging Fremantle artists such as Salary,

Lucy Peach, The Money War and San Cisco.

In this way, ‘Freotopia’ would come to life and correspond directly to its 

surrounding urban nature.

Importantly, we believe the approach to establish ‘Freotopia’ with 

an unforgettable and icon brand offers unique opportunities for 

marketing throughout the establishment and operational phases of 

the project. 

Given how popular play spaces have become in the past few years, 

we believe that Freotopia offers something completely different that 

can assist with the economic and social growth of the Kings Square 

development. 

‘Freotopia’ will do this in the following ways:

1. Visual marketability

The kit of parts that make up ‘Freotopia’ are unlike any other play 

space in an urban environment. This strong aesthetic will make it 

memorable in the minds of children and parents alike.

2. Local musicians as a selling point

Having buy in from local artists on a wide scale will help to establish 

the play space as a place for people. It will create a sense of 

community and get buy in from a wide ranging audience.

3. Programmable and ever changing

The marketability of the play space can evolve and adapt to reflect 

the seasonal changes of Fremantle’s urban nature. When requested, 

the lights and sounds of the play space can be adapted to promote 

events, festivals, exhibitions that make Fremantle so unique.

DIRECTION REFLECTING URBAN NATURE MARKETABILITY

07. Art Overlays



Lighting Overlays

TREATMENTS

BOLD - The trees and cranes are illuminated to highlight the 

various sculptures. These will be visible from a distance to create

a marker for the site.

DYNAMIC - Pre-programmed sequences of lighting play through the 

sculptures as shown. This is a reference to the pulsating lighting of the 

port and horizon over the indian ocean of a night time. 

The aim is to bring the port into Fremantle, creating engaging lighting 

displays visible from a distance and raising interest to explore more 

closely.

FUNCTIONAL - Indicated on the plan are locations for lighting to 

achieve minimum lighting safety standards, and to assure that lighting 

throughout the play space does not rely entirely on the dynamic and 

bold lighting strategy. 

Additionally, spill from the perimeter of the site will be considered in 

the lighting strategy.

PROGRAMMED

PROGRAMMED HORIZONTAL

FLOW

VERTICAL

FLOW

DYNAMIC

MOVEMENTS

CONNECTED SOFT BUILDS

OF LIGHT

BOLD MOVES



Lighting Overlays

BOLD LIGHTING THEMES

INSPIRATION VERNACULAR DRIVERS EXEMPLARY IMAGERY

Inspiration for the bold lighting treatments located throughout the play 

space have been driven by the influence the urban and natural aesthetic of 

Fremantle and its surrounds. 

Through soft and lingering builds of light, the bold lighting elements 

highlight the industrial insertions into the site (specifically the cranes), as 

well as the existing mature fig trees.

Where the dynamic lighting treatments highlight the ground plane, the bold 

lighting treatments highlight elements with significant vertical presence, 

and as such the transitions and movements of the lighting effects will be 

graceful and enduring. 

The bold lighting scheme will also help to assist with achieving minimum 

lux levels for safety. 

The Red Line, Cleveland

Kings Park, Perth

Cranes at night

Mature Trees at night

PROGRAMMED CONNECTED SOFT BUILDS

OF LIGHT

BOLD MOVES



Lighting Overlays

DYNAMIC LIGHTING THEMES

Inspiration for the dynamic lighting treatments located throughout the 

play space have been driven by the influence of the Fremantle Port and its 

associated industry and aesthetic.

References have been made to the Fremantle Port through nautical flags and 

bold graphic patterned treatments. Hyper stylised sculptural forms with a 

strong graphic association to nautical themes are the drivers in establishing 

horizontal and vertical, somewhat rapid dynamic movements on the 

allocated items throughout the play space. 

Working off the bold and more ‘rapid’ lighting treatments, the dynamic 

lighting treatments set out to echo the night horizon over the ocean, with 

beacons lighting the way for safe passage.

As the bold lighting elements showcase the biggest physical elements in the 

site (existing trees and cranes), the dynamic lighting attempts to highlight 

the ground floor on a more human scale.

PROGRAMMED HORIZONTAL

FLOW

VERTICAL

FLOW

DYNAMIC

MOVEMENTS

Wool Stores, Fremantle The Ark by Romain Tardy + Squeaky Lobster, Ethnobotanical garden of 

Oaxaca, Mexico

The Ark by Romain Tardy + Squeaky Lobster, Ethnobotanical garden of 

Oaxaca, Mexico

Nautical Flag Alphabet

INSPIRATION VERNACULAR DRIVERS EXEMPLARY IMAGERY



Night Scene One

LOCATION PLAN



LOCATION PLAN

Night Scene Two



LOCATION PLAN

Queen Street Night Scene



As a part of the broader circulation throughout the site, sounds reflective of the ocean 

and its infrastructure will be triggered on the timber boardwalk.

As children traverse over the wooden logs, a sound reflective of the bridges will echo 

through the play space.

When activated by the action of going down the slide, a sound will be activated that 

enhances the journey from top to bottom.

Activated by either the swing or by climbing, the crane will make an industrial moan to 

reflect the nature of the port.

Activated by either the swing or by climbing, the crane will make an industrial moan to 

reflect the nature of the port.

To further emphasis the link between sound and light, the totem poles will have sounds 

influenced by the port, perhaps distant ships sounding their fog horns.

At various trigger points around the site, the clickety clack of train tracks will be 

activated to provide a constant hum to the play space.

A representation of Fremantle’s sporting history through audio will be nestled into the 

grand stand. Kids will be cheered on as they enter the play space.

1. THE GRAND STANDS

2. THE JETTY

3. THE BRIDGE

4. THE SLIDE

5. CRANE ONE

6. CRANE TWO

7. THE TOTEM POLES

8. THE TRAIN TRACKS

Sound Overlays

Sound Location Sound Direction + Intensity

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
8.




